Olde-Worlde Merry-Go-Round
The nostalgic carousel is in the “Palatine village” surrounded by picturesque half-timbered houses
and near the high walls of the "Falkenstein castle". The carousel is especially fun for small guests –
and for adults it’s a nostalgic trip back through their own childhood.
Balloon Race
Climb aboard the “Balloon Race” and feel like Piccard attempting to fly around the world. Driven by
centrifugal forces, you will spin round and around in white and yellow balloons.
Bee Whirl
The sweet bee whirl keeps its promise - under the watchful eyes of beekeeper Kassandra you will
take a wild ride! Children take a seat in small tree trunks and then the carousel begins to move in
circles. And the extra brave can also have their tree trunks whirl!
Flower Tower
The free fall tower for children “Maya’s Flower Tower” merrily climbs and drops the 12 m stem of a
super large plant. Children accompanied by their parents will have a whale of a time, with the
ensuing joyous giggles and butterflies in the stomach.
Falkenstein Castle
Travel back in time to the Middle Ages in Falkenstein Castle. Leave modern times behind as you
access the castle. Dangers have to be overcome, wild robber knights and fire-spitting dragons
challenge you to a duel. Beautiful maidens wait to be saved by a charming prince. But there are also
seasoned mercenaries, honourable varlets and drunken mobs.







This ride goes into total darkness in places.
This attraction features certain special effects that may have an impact on the sensory
system.
The entrance and exit have low lighting.
You must be able to quickly transfer onto/off the ride independently or aided by your helper
You must be able to climb stairs independently or aided by your helper.
In the case of a fire, you must be able to exit the premises rapidly and independently.

Mr. Frog
Kiss a frog? It’s been a long time since that was what charmed fairy-tale fans, little or large: driving
them is the latest thing! The croaking certainly sets the tone in the frog pond where adults and
children can climb aboard the six green frogs.
The Roaring River
In unsinkable boats, undertake an adventurous trip over a meandering mountain river, past caves
and waterfalls. You will have no chance to escape the whirlpools and rapids.



This ride features intense and sudden movements.
This attraction has no safety bar.











It is possible to alight during the ride but this is very dangerous and not allowed as the
attraction does not stop automatically.
You must be able to quickly transfer onto/off the ride independently or aided by your
helper.
You must be able to hold on and remain in a seated position.
You must be able to brace yourself for changes in direction during the ride.
You must be able to control your movements and coordination.
You must be able to brace your legs enough to absorb impacts.
You must be able to climb stairs independently or aided by your helper.
You must be able to descend steep stairs and walk 25 metres independently or aided by
your helper, if necessary.
You must be able to transfer into another boat independently or aided by your helper, if
necessary.

Expedition GeForce
"BigFM Expedition GeForce" is Holiday Park’s biggest ride sensation: surprising changes of direction,
outwitting your sense of balance, the play between speeding and braking, between gravity and
floating, then the near free fall and in the end the quantum leap in the Air-Times – weightless blast
off.
Top speed is 120 km/h.











This ride features intense and sudden movements.
You must be able to quickly transfer onto/off the ride independently or aided by your
helper.
You must be able to hold onto the safety bar.
You must be able to hold on and remain in a seated position.
You must be able to brace yourself for changes in direction during the ride.
You must be able to climb stairs independently or aided by your helper.
You must be at least 11 years old.
You must be able to descend steep stairs and walk 25 metres independently or aided by
your helper, if necessary.
You must be able to descend a ladder independently or aided by your helper, if necessary
You must be able to remain seated for long periods of time (several hours), if necessary.

Flip, the Grasshopper
A Must – and not just for Maya the Bee-fans!
Climb on the back of Maya’s friend, the violin-playing grasshopper Flip, and embark on a hopping
journey through the wonderful world of Maya’s Flower Garden.








This attraction is not accessible via the exit.
This attraction has no safety bar.
It is possible to alight during the ride but this is very dangerous and not allowed as the
attraction does not stop automatically.
The space available on this attraction is so limited that only small children may be
accompanied.
The exit platform is not manned and is located 15 metres from the boarding platform.
You must be able to quickly transfer onto/off the ride independently or aided by your helper
You must be able to hold on and remain in a seated position.



You must be able to control your movements and coordination.

Free Fall Tower
Have you ever experienced the feeling of racing to the earth in free fall? Your whole body tingles,
the adrenaline increases, your heart beats wildly, you hold your breath. Experience this feeling on
Europe’s first ever free fall tower!


You must be able to remain seated for long periods of time (several hours), if necessary.

Holiday Park Museum
When tomorrow becomes today, today becomes history… little and large visitors can now
experience the most important steps in Holiday Park’s history on a trip back through time.
Holly’s Driving School
On Holly’s driving school circuit, you will drive along mini-streets, complete with lane markers, road
signs and traffic lights.
Even without a driving licence, children can show off their driving skills in the small electric cars at
“Holly’s Driving School”.
Holly’s Wild Car Race
Fun, dynamic and fantastic for all ages: this family rollercoaster welcomes visitors to a winding ride
over mountains and valleys.
And here nobody will be hitting the fun brake!










This attraction is not accessible via the exit.
This ride features intense and sudden movements.
You must be able to transfer onto/off the ride independently or aided by your helper.
You must be able to hold on to the safety bar.
You must be able to hold on and remain in a seated position.
You must be able to brace yourself for changes in direction during the ride.
You must be able to descend steep stairs and walk 25 metres independently or aided by
your helper, if necessary.
You must be able to descend a ladder independently or aided by your helper, if necessary
You must be able to remain seated for long periods of time (several hours), if necessary.

Lara’s Ladybug Flight
Great fun with little bug Lara and her friends! In oversized ladybugs, our smaller guests can float high
in the sky. By means of a simple control appropriate for children, they can fly their ladybirds
upwards and downwards themselves during the ride. This cheerful upwards and downwards dance
is great fun not only for the little ones but also for the many adult spectators.
Lighthouse Tower

A lighthouse in the middle of the Palatinate! Enthroned high on the shore of Holiday Park’s lake, you
can let the wind blow through your hair and enjoy spectacular views of the surroundings.
By the way: the “Lighthouse Tower” is the highest swing carousel in Germany and Germany’s highest
lighthouse tower south of the North Sea and the Baltic Sea shores.







You must be able to quickly transfer onto/off the ride independently or aided by your helper
You must be able to hold onto the safety bar.
You must be able to hold on and remain in a seated position.
You must be able to fully control your movements and coordination.
You must be able to descend a long ladder independently or aided by your helper, if
necessary
You must be able to remain seated for long periods of time (several hours), if necessary.

Majas Blütensplash
At the flowery merry-go-round "Majas Blütensplash", proportions are turned upside down: every
rider will feel as small as a bee because the merry-go-rounds cars shaped like huge calyxes. And as
soon as Maya and Willy strike up “their song”, the ride starts whipping around. Great fun for all
because riders are interactively involved: only those who listen carefully to Maya’s song will be able
to control their tulip – everyone else can expect a generous water splash!
Maya’s Playground
Maya the Bee loves to play and rollick about outdoors. And for this, she needs a real playground.
Maya’s playground sets children’s pulses racing as here they can jump directly into the great world
of Maya the Bee. The perfect place for climbing and sliding!
Mini-Cars
In our Mini-Cars, the little ones can show off their talent behind the wheel – and have a whale of a
time while doing so. Children can easily manoeuvre the cars backwards and forward. But watch out!
If you lose control, you’ll start to spin in a circle or crash into other young drivers.
The Giant Bucket
A hole in the bucket… Kids’ fun that will delight the grown-ups too! Chase the leaking holes in the
bucket! A giant bucket that spreads water joy for the whole family! The perfect place to cool off on a
hot day full of fun in Mayaland!
Butterfly Flight
Fly through the air like colourful butterflies: this is a piece of cake with the new interactive carousel
in Mayaland. The colourfully decorated cars designed as huge butterflies are not only eye-catching,
but the height at which they fly can be controlled with their pedals. Children’s laughter included!
Sky Fly
Daredevil aerial manoeuvres or a calm scenic flight? Both are possible on our interactive ride! Each
rider can use their control level to individually control their flight car – and more daring pilots can
add a thrill factor to their flights with a whole range of twists and turns.










This ride features intense and sudden movements.
You must be able to quickly transfer onto/off the ride independently or aided by your
helper.
You must be able to hold on to the safety bar.
You must be able to hold on and remain in a seated position.
You must be able to fully control your movements and coordination.
You must be able to brace yourself for changes in direction during the ride.
You must have four existing and functioning limbs.
You must be able to remain seated for long periods of time (several hours), if necessary.

Sky Scream
Be catapulted into the dark world of zombies and vampires at over 100 km/h: The Europe-wide
unique catapult roller coaster “Sky Scream” more than lives up to its name! Three catapult launches
fire thrill-seekers back and forth through the air. Lightning-fast changes in acceleration, vertical
drops and loops will provide the thrills! The highlight of the ride is a roll at a height of more than 50
metres placing riders into slow motion before dropping them abruptly vertically downwards again…











This ride features intense and sudden movements.
This attraction features certain special effects that may have an impact on the sensory
system.
You must be able to hold onto the safety bar.
You must be able to hold on and remain in a seated position.
You must be able to brace yourself for changes in direction during the ride.
You must be able to climb stairs independently or aided by your helper.
You must have four existing and functioning limbs.
You must be at least 14 years old.
You must be able to descend a ladder independently or aided by your helper, if necessary
You must be able to remain seated for long periods of time (several hours), if necessary.

“Ahoy” Playground
Attention sailors – young seafarers can play to their heart’s content in this playground until it’s time
to shout out: “Hoist anchor and off to new adventures!”
“GeForce” Playground
Small discoverers can experience G-Force in mini-format here in the playground. Climbing frames &
Co. guarantee fun and frolics for all.
Stormship
Have you ever wanted to know how a pirate feels in a thundering storm on the high seas? Then
climb aboard Holiday Park’s Stormship with your men! Butterflies in the stomach are guaranteed.
But watch out: don’t get seasick!



This ride features intense and sudden movements.
You must be able to hold on and remain in a seated position.

Tabaluga’s Adventure

Large flower meadows, mysterious forests, steep cliffs, merrily babbling brooks and always a great
mood – that is the magical home of the small dragon Tabaluga. Experience an exciting adventure
alongside Tabaluga: you need to save Greenland from the hands of Arktos, the sinister ruler of
Iceland!
Dancing Fountains
Enjoy the soaking spectacle of the Dancing Fountains. A water feature like no other as the rhythm
and height of the fountains is constantly changing… Who dares venture into this soaking wet fun?
Crazy Tree
Anyone who takes a seat in this huge tree trunk can expect butterflies in their stomach! When the
tree starts to swing wildly up and down and simultaneously rotates on its own axis it will quickly
become clear how the “crazy tree” got its name.



This ride features intense and sudden movements.
You must be able to hold on and remain in a seated position.

Wave Rider
In the middle of the Palatinate, little and large sailors alike delight in taking a trip on the sailing boat
the "Wave Rider". Experience the tossed-about feeling of the wild seas in small boats.



This ride features intense and sudden movements.
You must be able to hold on and remain in a seated position.

Wickie Splash
In the middle of a merry Viking village, "Wickie Splash" provides the unique opportunity to meet the
famous young Viking and his family on a trip full of splashes. Fun is guaranteed for all the family
when, after a relaxing canal trip, the floating barrel is dragged into the air and then, juddering
forwards and backwards, is swept back down into the cold water. And if you need a rest after all that
“Water on”, head for the Viking snack bar to refuel…











This ride features intense and sudden movements.
This attraction has no safety bar.
It is possible to alight during the ride but this is very dangerous and not allowed as the
attraction does not stop automatically.
You must be able to brace your legs enough to absorb impacts.
You must be able to quickly transfer onto/off the ride independently or aided by your
helper.
You must be able to brace your legs enough to absorb impacts.
You must be able to hold on and remain in a seated position.
You must be able to brace yourself for changes in direction during the ride.
You must be able to fully control your movements and coordination.
You must be able to descend steep stairs and walk 25 metres independently or aided by
your helper, if necessary.




You must be able to transfer into another boat independently or aided by your helper, if
necessary.
In the case of a fire, you must be able to exit the premises rapidly and independently.

Willy’s Raft Trip
Maya the Bee’s faithful friend Willy is the inspiration behind this fairground ride. Take a fun raft trip
on adorable floats powered by a sail made from leaves.

INFORMATION FOR DISABLED VISITORS AND ACCOMPANYING
PERSONS
Before your visit
Looking forward to spending a day at our theme park? Then let us extend to you our very warmest
welcome. Holiday Park was designed very carefully, taking into account the needs of all of our
visitors. This information leaflet has been prepared for you to ensure that your visit to our park is as
enjoyable as possible and that your day with us will be unforgettable. Here we give you an overview
of the facilities and services we have available for visitors with disabilities.
Parking
Holiday Park has designated accessible parking spaces available for visitors holding a disabled
parking card. Parking fees apply in all car parks.
Tickets
Holiday Park offers a concessionary rate for visitors with a disability. These entrance tickets are only
available at Holiday Park’s Service Point. As our employees are not qualified to assess a visible or
non-visible disability, we ask you to bring with you a valid declaration (*) from an impartial doctor
stating that you are not able to visit the park and/or the attractions without aid and that you are not
able to stand in queues for rides. This declaration is not required if you are confined to a wheelchair
or are visually impaired. Free access will be granted to one helper per wheelchair user or visually
impaired visitor. Any extra helpers will be required to pay the regular ticket rate. Disabled visitors
will be given an armband when purchasing their tickets which entitles them to access rides via the
ride exit. (*) The declaration should be no more than 12 months old.
Assistance Dogs
Assistance dogs are permitted in the park.
Wheelchairs
A limited number of wheelchairs are available free of charge at Holiday Park’s Service Point. Visitors
can make use of a wheelchair for the duration of their visit upon presentation of ID. If you would like
to make use of this service, we suggest reserving in advance as the number of wheelchairs available
is limited. Reservations at info@holidaypark.de
Toilets and First Aid

All toilets in Holiday Park offer disabled facilities.
Additional help can be obtained at the park’s first aid station in Pfalzer Dorf.

Shops – Restaurants
All of Holiday Park’s shops and restaurants offer full disabled access.
Accompanying persons
Accompanying persons must be over the age of 15 and be able to assist their disabled companion if
necessary. As our employees are not allowed to help with loading and off-loading from rides, the
accompanying helper must be able to do this. Helpers must also be able to fully and correctly
communicate instructions regarding access to rides, safety information, and information regarding
evacuation procedures. Disabled guests must be accompanied onto rides and during rides by their
helper.
Attraction Access
Holiday Park wants to make sure that as many attractions as possible are accessible to guests with
disabilities. Unfortunately, for practical and safety reasons, this is not possible in all cases. Guests
must, at all times, be able to safely sit and hold on during rides. For safety reasons, specifically in the
unlikely event of evacuation from a ride, certain attractions require a good level of autonomous
movement and the ability for self-help. Certain attractions require the full application of spacial and
temporal awareness in order to guarantee the corresponding safety level during their operation. For
these reasons, access to all attractions cannot be guaranteed for guests with physical disabilities,
visual impairment or intellectual disabilities. There are no limitations for hearing impaired guests.
For safety reasons, the maximum number of number of people with disabilities allowed on all rides
at any one time is limited. Disabled groups also require a certificate from an (impartial) doctor. Due
to limited capacity, larger groups may not access attractions through the alternative entrance.
Please divide your party into smaller groups of max. 4 people (including helpers). For questions,
please contact us at info@holidaypark.de.
The following attractions are not accessible to visitors with physical disabilities:
The following attractions are not accessible to visually impaired visitors:
The following attractions are not accessible to visitors with intellectual disabilities:
Priority Entrance
Access to the Water-ski Show in the Aqua Stadium for wheelchair users and their accompanying
persons is available 15 minutes before the start of the show via the wheelchair entrance located
approx. 150 m further down towards the Lighthouse Tower. Access via this entrance is not possible
before or after the stipulated time. Most rides are accessible via the exit. Visitors with disabilities,
their helpers, along with max. two further persons can make use of this possibility. If you are a family
with more than 4 members, please make sure you contact the management office in advance of
your visit to request use of this service: info@holidaypark.de
These attractions do not offer priority entrance:

Legislation
As a theme park operator, Holiday Park is subject to the requirements of two laws relating to the
treatment of visitors with disabilities: the Anti-Discrimination Act and the requirements regarding
the operation of amusement rides.
Based on past situations and experiences with rides that we operate, Holiday Park decided to carry
out not just an internal risk assessment, but also a further assessment carried out by an external
body – the Technical Monitoring Association (Technischen Überwachungsverein TÜV). Based on this,
we strongly discourage persons with intellectual, physical and/or visual impairments from using
certain attractions. If a helper together with a visitor suffering from one of the above-mentioned
impairments insists on accessing the attraction, we will neither oppose it nor support it, on the basis
of the Anti-Discrimination Act. In these cases, however, we require the presence of one
accompanying person per car, necessary for a smooth evacuation in the event thereof. In addition,
the respective accompanying person will be required to sign a declaration stating that they have
been informed of the fact that Holiday Park strongly discourages the use of the ride based on the
above-mentioned risk analyses, that they have acknowledged the information regarding access, as
well as specific safety information and conduct in the case of an evacuation, and that the disabled
person they are accompanying has fully and correctly understood all this information. The
declaration, as well as further information, is available at Holiday Park’s Service Point.

Contact Information
If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact us at info@holidaypark.de

